
Welcome to our first newsletter!
We are sending you this newsletter to inform of all the activities which we did in Gatteo, Italy.

Reception
Gatteo's students and us went to Gatteo's high school. The students performed a dance traditional 
italian. They had practicing for who weeks. After the dance the studens and teachers showed us the 
high school. The classrooms are very similar to Bellera's classrooms. But the behavior was very 
different. In Italy, the teachers are more strict than what we are used to.

Kindergarten
Later, teachers of Gatteo accompained us to Kindergarten Gatteo. Gatteo's were very animated and 
happy with us. They explained the numbers and colours in Italian, English, and Spanish. The 
teacher showed us the  Kindergarten and all of the techniques of educacion.

Rimini
The next day, we visited Rimini, a city which is located in the north area of Italy. This place had 
many old buildings. We remember the Tiberius bridge which was built by the romans. It wasn't a 
very impressionant bridge, but the river made it look beautiful.



Florence
The third day, we went to Florence. Florence is the capital of the Italian region of Tuscany. We 
viseted the most famous historical places of Florence, for example, the statues of Leonardo Da 
Vinci. One of the things that attracted most attention was the Ponte Santa Trìnita, which is the oldest
elliptic arch bridge of the world. But, the thing which we liked the most was the Cattedrale di Santa 
Maria del Fiore, the main church of Florence. We  were able to get inside and see the church.

San Marino
The Republic of San Marino is an enclaved microstate surrounded by Italy. When we arrived the 
frist thing that we saw was the Museum of Torture of San Marino. We did not enter, but the guide 
explained us that the museum attracts many tourists.

Stage play
The students of high school of Gatteo represented a play for us. The story was an adaptation of A 
Midsummer Night's Dream, comedy which was written by William Shakespeare.


